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Security first

We simply have high standards in how we look after your data;

	Multiple Data Centres in separate locations.

	Automatic 24 hour back-up.

	Automatic and regular virus scanning.

	Disaster recovery plan.

London Systems Approach

Our services

	Fixed price, per user, per month

	Highest security measures

	Hosted IT solutions

	IT Helpdesk

	Friendly Microsoft qualified engineers

	Consultancy and project services

	Support any existing network

	IT training

	Managed WiFi

	Communication systems

	Supporting offices outside London

	Easy switch process

IT for London



London Systems Specialise in IT for London 

The London Systems approach is about being straight forward, 

transparent and simply excellent. Because we don’t believe in 

complex cost structures, confusing service models or variable 

support levels.

We understand the importance of a robust, reliable and scalable IT 

solution, where cost should match quality and your IT partner cares 

about your business as much as you do.

Based in the heart of London we support businesses across the city 

and beyond with tailored IT solutions at a fixed, per user price.

We take the time to understand your business in order to provide IT 

support services designed around what you need.

IT for London

IT for Business



Approachable and communicative with the expertise to deliver the 

right IT solution. We can manage part, or all of your IT infrastructure 

including your legacy systems. We will also advise and provide new 

tools to enhance the performance of your team and subsequently 

your business.

Making business-as-usual excellent 
IT shouldn’t be a worry, a frustration or a huge cost. It should help 

your business and your team to perform at their best, providing the 

freedom and security to work better.

Your IT partner  
We provide an infrastructure that quietly gets on with the job, 

friendly support when you need us and scalable when you want it. 

You can trust us to get on with the day-to-day maintenance and 

care of your critical business systems and always be looking for 

opportunities to improve performance.

Friendly Expertise

IT for London

The Connect365 solution 
Powered by Microsoft, created and supported by London Systems. 

Connect365 is a flexible, agile and cost effective IT solution for 

business. Providing your team with access to all of the essential 

programs and applications they need – regardless of where they are, 

or what device they are using. 

Informed advice
We’ll always conduct an on-site IT audit before making any 

recommendations. This involves spending some time with you at 

your business, to understand your current infrastructure and IT 

frustrations.

We assess your IT processes, hardware, software and support.  We’ll 

compare what you have with what you need and provide ideas for 

closing the gap.

Ultimately we want your business to perform efficiently and 

productively. So we’ll work with you to create a plan to make that 

happen.



Switching to London Systems is easy 

We’ve created a straight forward 5 Step switch process to ensure 

that you gain peace of mind as well a new IT provider, quickly and 

painlessly.

	Audit 

Conducted at you place of business, we listen to your IT frustrations 

and find out what you want your IT to do, now and in the future. The 

audit is an opportunity to ask questions, gain an expert opinion and 

get to know each other.

	Quote

We are always transparent about cost and honest about the best 

solution for your business. We provide a comprehensive report 

of our audit including our recommendations, cost and a full 

explanation. Then we’ll call you to make sure that it all makes sense 

and answer any questions you have.

	Hardware or Hosted?

If you don’t need hardware or a Hosted System, skip to the next 

step!

If you do, we’ll need to arrange with you the best time to come and 

install your new hardware, which could even be at the weekend. 

We’ll also need to work with other parties to set-up your Hosted 

System, but whatever needs to be done we’ll always keep you 

updated and deliver on the agreed date.

	Transition

It takes about a week to transition over to us, or sooner if you 

need us to take over immediately. We’ll manage all of your 3rd 

party suppliers and the only thing you have to do is continue with 

business as usual.

	Go Live! 

The results of good planning and communication is a smooth and 

speedy Go Live. You’ll notice the difference with London Systems – 

excellent IT, transparent approach and straight forward pricing. 

Should you be experiencing IT problems that are crippling your 

business, we can organise immediate take-over. Contact us today.

Switching is Easy
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www.lonsys.co.uk

020 7871 0210

info@lonsys.co.uk 


